
BUYING GUIDE

Customize your outdoor sofa
ARHOLMA outdoor low seating series consists of different sections that you can use 
individually or combine to create seating that perfectly suits your needs. Want a cozy 
corner to curl up in, a sofa for two, or maybe a long sofa to stretch out on and read? 
It’s easy to disconnect the sections and reconfigure them in a new way, or skip a sofa 
entirely and create seating with several armchairs. The choice is yours!

Comfortable and easy to care for
ARHOLMA outdoor series is made of handwoven plastic rattan that has the same 
expression and feeling as natural rattan. I t’s weather resistant and easy to care for. A 
mild detergent and water are all you need to keep your furniture looking fresh and new. 
Add ARHOLMA seat pads and back cushions for greater comfort. The pad and cushion 
covers are easy to keep clean as the fabric can be removed and machine-washed.

Outdoor Living Furniture Series

ARHOLMA

A high standard of accuracy has been sought in the preparation of this brochure.  
We apologize for, but will not be bound by or responsible for, errors and omissions in this brochure.

All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Some prices may vary by store.  
Please contact the staff or visit IKEA-USA.com for more information. For more detailed product 
information, see the price tag and the Internet. All units require assembly.
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SOFA COMBINATIONS

Simple sofa. Creating an outdoor sofa couldn’t be easier. 
Overall size:59⅞×29⅞×26"
This combination 299.041.16 $340

Shopping list
ARHOLMA corner section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA seat pad 25⅝×25⅝ 2 pcs

ARHOLMA back cushion 17¾×23⅝ 4 pcs

Time to relax? With ARHOLMA table/stool it’s easy to 
create a chaise on one end of the sofa - or both.
Overall size: 55½/111×29⅞×26"
This combination 899.041.23 $670

Shopping list
ARHOLMA corner section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA one-seat section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA table/stool 25⅝×25⅝" 1 pc

ARHOLMA seat pad 25⅝×25⅝" 5 pcs

ARHOLMA back cushion 17¾×23⅝ 6 pcs

One, two or three? Made of two corner sections with a 
one-seat section between them, this sofa has room for your 
afternoon nap and for a couple of friends to join you when 
it’s time to socialize.
Overall size: 85⅜×29⅞×26"
This combination 698.937.62 $465

Shopping list
ARHOLMA corner section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA one-seat section 1 pc

ARHOLMA seat pad 25⅝×25⅝" 3 pcs

ARHOLMA back cushion 17¾×23⅝ 5 pcs

Free to rearrange. Want L-shaped seating today and a 
long, straight sofa tomorrow? J ust disconnect the units, 
rearrange and reconnect.
Overall size: 55½/85⅜×29⅞×26"
This combination 599.041.29 $590

Shopping list
ARHOLMA corner section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA one-seat section 2 pcs

ARHOLMA seat pad 25⅝×25⅝" 4 pcs

ARHOLMA back cushion 17¾×23⅝ 6 pcs

Overall size: Width x Depth x Height.
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HOW TO BUILD

You can combine ARHOLMA sections into a modular sofa 
that perfectly suits your needs. If you want to make a 
different combination at a later time, it’s easy to disconnect 
the sections and reconfigure them in a whole new way.
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ALL PARTS AND PRICES

ARHOLMA corner section
Seat: W25⅝×D25⅝×H11⅜"

Brown 001.477.14 $110

ARHOLMA one-seat section
Seat: W25⅝×D25⅝×H11⅜"

Brown 701.477.15 $80

ARHOLMA table/stool W25⅝×L25⅝×H11⅜"

Brown 301.477.17 $50

ARHOLMA seat pad 25⅝×25⅝", thickness 5⅛"

Beige 701.434.06 $30

ARHOLMA back cushion. 23⅝×17¾"

Beige 101.445.31 $15
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PROTECTING AND CARING FOR ARHOLMA

TOSTERÖ storage bag for pads 
45⅝×19¼", height 13¾"

Black 103.050.72 $19.99

The best way to extend the life of your outdoor furniture is by cleaning it regularly and not leaving it outdoors unprotected 
more than necessary.

Cleaning
Wipe clean with a mild soapy solution. ARHOLMA pad and 
cushion covers are removable and machine washable.

Maintenance
Requires no maintenance.

Storing
I f possible, store ARHOLMA products in a cool, dry place 
indoors. When stored outside, tilt the furniture and 

preferably use waterproof covers. Make sure air can 
circulate to avoid condensation. In freezing temperatures, 
plastic can weaken and is not recommended for use.

Repairing
The steel frame is protected from rust with a powder 
coating of plastic paint. I f for some reason the coating 
comes off, the steel is not protected and rust may occur. 
To repair the damage, wipe clean and repaint to restore 
protection.


